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A comprehensive menu of Tacos El Sauz Jr from Anaheim covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here
on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Tacos El Sauz Jr:
I really hope the owner knows how valuable his cook is. I hope the cook knows how valuable he is! we always

come back because of the perfect carne asada tacos every time. we do not always come back for the customer
service that the cashes provide with the ordering - even the cooking steps to sometimes! is the cook- they know

that natural joy someone has when they do something they love? that's the cook there. he's am... read more.
The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What

User doesn't like about Tacos El Sauz Jr:
first impression not very impressive! I went in with my bf, asked to wear a mask that plexiglas while my order was

taken. two men ordered behind me and they wore no masks, was not a problem to the bank. my order was
finished and she is where she flirts with these 2 types without masks while my eating gets cold. So, then I get up

and ask if that was my order because my food got cold. she reacted powerfully, yes I told... read more. For
visitors of the restaurant, the catering service is also available, Especially, many visitors are looking forward to

the diverse, delectable Mexican cuisine.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Mai� course�
NACHOS

�s� dishe�
FISH TACOS

Starter� & Salad�
FRENCH FRIES

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

M�ica�
TACOS

Shake� an� Malt�
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

M�� Cal�
CARNE ASADA FRIES

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

TACO

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

BEANS

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

ICE CREAM

ROAST BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -22:00
Tuesday 10:00 -22:00
Wednesday 10:00 -22:00
Thursday 10:00 -22:00
Friday 10:00 -22:00
Saturday 10:00 -22:00
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